
Clovis D. Boyd 
As a teenager, Clovis Dexter Boyd (1912-1988) learned to make baskets from his 

father Dillard M. Boyd who “made just about everything we used on the farm.” 

Once they hiked up nearby Macks Mountain to gather pine cones for use as fire 

starters.  As they reached the stand of pines, Dillard Boyd cut grapevines and 

showed Clovis how to weave them into baskets needed to carry the cones home. 
In time, Clovis’ father taught him how to rive splits 

from select white oak saplings and to weave egg 

baskets with ribs strong enough that he could 

stand on them.  Clovis sold his early two-gallon 

baskets for $1.50 each.   

Left:  Franklin School pupils circa mid-1920s… Roxie Gallimore is 

the fifth and Clovis Boyd the ninth one in the back row.  Above:  

Clovis Boyd’s business card and a view of his whittled basket ribs.  

Clovis Boyd married his classmate Roxie Gallimore 

Boyd in 1935 and found work doing carpentry to 

support their expanding family.  Before their 

daughter Jean was born, he wove a bassinet using 

wide splits according to Roxie’s design.  Their sons 

Curbie and Bobby and 

eventually their seven 

grandchildren also slept soundly tucked into Clovis’ woven bassinet.  This is the only split 

basket Clovis is known to have made.  He would not find time to make more baskets until he 

retired from construction work in 1974.  He and Roxie then decided baskets would make good 

Christmas presents for their children. 

Left:  Key baskets are designed to hang flat against walls; Right:  The Boyd family bassinet holding Jean’s doll Dixie.  Multiple 

layers of paint have been added over the years. 



Weaving a single small- or middle-sized rib basket to the Boyd family standards took more than twenty-four 

hours.  This did not include the time spent locating and cutting the best trees or making the splits.  In a 1977 

interview with Wanda Combs, Clovis commented, “Finding a good tree is probably the hardest part.”  He sought 

trees growing on a northwest slope that were tall and straight.  His father had also taught him to watch for soft, 

straight bark, wood free from knots, and branches that pointed up rather than drooping.  

Handles, rims and ribs had to be whittled to the sizes 

needed, then planed smooth.  As children, Clovis and his 

siblings used pieces of broken glass to help their father 

with this step.  When shaping his own baskets, Clovis 

preferred using a sharp knife.  The weaving splits had to be smoothed as well and 

Clovis perfected a technique in which he used his knife as a plane, pulling the 

splits between his knife and a leather pad he held on his thigh.   

 Because he had to use green wood, Clovis usually kept at least two baskets going at a time.  He would weave one 

or two splits at a time; then let them cure before adding the next ones.  He also learned to keep his billets soaking 

in water (adding bleach to keep the water clear) until he needed additional splits. 

Clovis Boyd demonstrating how he soaked his wood in a trough and how to peel splits into thinner pieces.  Both images were published as part of a 1981 Floyd Press article by Chris Reilly.  On the 

clipping from a 1977 newspaper article, Clovis had noted he’d just sold a basket for $15.00 and had gotten many phone calls asking about bottoming chairs as well as purchasing baskets.   

By 1980, Clovis’ baskets were in demand by collectors and museums.  He passed his 

knowledge along to others through Extension classes and demonstrations at Mabry 

Mill, craft fairs, and festivals, including several appearances at the Ferrum Folklife 

Festival.  Exposure there led to an invitation to represent the region at the 1982 

World’s Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee.  Clovis began stockpiling baskets months in 

advance so he would have at least fifty ready to take to Tennessee. During his week 

in Knoxville, he demonstrated basketmaking six hours a day for six straight days.  

From the New York Times,  

“A major attraction of the fair is expected to be the Folklife Festival, which will present the 
history, heritage, customs, arts, crafts, foods, entertainment and people of the southern 

Appalachian region. Among the festival's activities: bluegrass music, fiddling contests, gospel singing, clog-dancing, square dancing, tinsmithing, barrel-

making, basket weaving, quilting, wood carving and a working moonshine whisky still.”https://www.nytimes.com/1982/04/25/travel/knoxville-unveils-its-world-s-fair.html 

Information from Jean Boyd Nunn and from Floyd Press articles published January 5, 1977, March 26, 1981, June 1982, and May 19, 1988; photo of 

Franklin School group courtesy of Debbie Phillips McAlexander  


